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THE WRITING IS ON THE WALL

THE DARK CLOUDS OF ALLAH’S ATHAAB ON THE HORIZON

BEWARE! TAKE LESSON! HEED THE WARNING!

The so-called “xenophobic” anarchy, violence, killing, looting and plundering racking and
wrecking the country are not spontaneous and aimless accidents. The “xenophobic” label is a
canard. While there are ostensibly sinister motives underlying the anarchy, it is not our intention
to waste time discussing issues which only divert the minds of Muslims from the Real Cause of
these events. Dilating on the ostensible earthly causes of the pandemonium to Muslims should
be like imparting an academic discourse on the geological causes of earthquakes, tsunamis,
hurricanes, etc. at the time when we are trapped within the vortex of such disasters.

It is of utmost importance for Muslims to understand and accept that just as natural disasters
are the Athaab (Punishment) of Allah Azza Wa Jal, so too, the rampages and anarchies of the
kuffaar, and kuffaar domination over Muslims are the
Athaab of
Allah Azza Wa Jal. The Qur’aan and Ahaadith state this fact with emphasis and clarity. Denial of
this reality is kufr.

For their own safety, Muslims should sit up, open their eyes and ears, and heed what is
happening in so close proximity to us. The Durban plundering, fitnah and fasaad currently
underway, should harshly and rudely awaken the Muslim community from their slumber of
lethargy and stupor of gross transgression, immorality –
fisq
and
fujoor
in which both the masses and the Ulama are seeped and lost. Allah Azza Wa Jal is alerting us
with Signs of things to come. Ignoring these signs will be at the peril of such horrors which can
be better imagined than described. Reflect on the consequences of mob violence unleashed on
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a community of sitting ducks – vile, evil, immoral, arrogant Muslims who are currently indulging
in orgies of flagrant and rebellious transgression and scoffing rejection of the Shariah.

A SPECIAL WARNING FOR THE ULAMA

Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) has warned us: Abandon Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil
Munkar
, Allah Azza Wa Jal will
then impose on us such cruel tyrants who will show no mercy to our little ones, and no respect
for our elders. At such a time of
Athaab,
the ‘pious’ will make duas, but their duas will be rejected, not answered.

Nothing will avail once the Divine Axe falls on the neck of this Muslim community. There will be
no police to protect us – no army – no law and order. It will be destruction, pillage, plunder, rape
and total fitnah and fasaad –an unstoppable deluge of Divine Athaab and misery, the
consequences of our own immoral and rebellious villainy in which this Ummah is today
drowned.

The TV molvis, the radio molvis, the carrion halaalizers, the ‘shariah’ board riba halaalizers of
the riba banks, the molvi halaaizers of haraam pictures, the molvis who conceal the Haqq, the
molvis who abstain from Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar, the molvis who participate in kufr
interfaith exercises, the molvis who in their drunken stupor organize haraam soccer teams in
the name of Islam, the swines who swop ‘wives’, the molvis who halaalize
lahw-la’b,
and the Muslim masses who recklessly indulge in
fisq and fujoor
should heed and take lesson from the current state of violence and killing.

There is still time for Istighfaar and Taubah. But a precondition of a valid Taubah is
abandonment of the evil in which we are indulging. Don’t soothe your conscience like morons,
searching for any scapegoats to whom the
fitnah
and fasaad
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could be attributed. Attribute it to our own villainous rejection of Allah’s Shariah and the Sunnah
of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam.

Bootlicking and trying to appease the marauders will not help. It is only Istighfaar, Taubah and
obedience to Allah Ta’ala which can save us from His Athaab. If we fail to heed Allah’s Warning
signs, our brains will lapse into a sickening state of panic, fear, helplessness and hopelessness.
The consequences for Muslims are too horrible for meditation. Remember and understand well
that Allah Azza Wa Jal Alone is the Director and Operator in the universe. He is the Primary
Cause for even the movement of an insect in the darkness of the earth and for the movement of
an atom. He sums up His total control and command in the aayat:

“And, by Him are the Keys of the Ghaib. No one, but He knows it. He knows what is in the
earth and in the ocean. And, not a
leaf drops (from a tree) but He is aware of it. There is not a
seed in the darkness of the arth nor anything moist or dry,
but it is recorded in a Clear Book.”

Reflect on this gracious Aayat silhouetted in the background of all the anarchy taking place, for
Allah Azza Wa Jal says: “And only the people of intelligence heed lesson.”

Have mercy on yourselves, O Muslims! Look at the disasters overtaking Muslim communities all
over the world. We are no exception. We have not been chosen for safety. With the
all-embracing fitnah, fisq, fujoor and moral filth in which we are sinking, there is only disaster in
store for us. Our Ulama and modernist self-styled reformers are all barking up the wrong tree.
All have failed to diagnose our disease, hence no one is able to prescribe the remedy for
effective cure. Yet, the disease, its consequence and its remedy are all explained with clarity in
the Qur’aan and Ahaadith.

A SPECIAL WARNING FOR THE LEWD MUSLIM WOMEN
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Sisters should understand and remember that Allah’s punishment is commensurate to the
gravity of the transgression. Your immoral indulgence in the public domain, your rubbing
shoulders rudely and immorally with males in the public sector, your addiction to cell phone
pornography, your haraam zina pleasure derived from the satanism of media such as
facebook, your abandonment of Haya, your roaming in the malls, your prowling in the streets,
your haraam participation in haraam wedding functions and other merrymaking parties and
functions, etc. will enact Allah’s
Athaab commensurate to
the flagrant shamelessness and lewdness you are displaying in your drunken stupor of crass
nafsaaniyat.

What happened to Muslim sisters in Bosnia, in India, in Kashmir, in Burma and in other places
when the wild beasts – human filth – ran amock, pillaging and plundering? Reflect and try to
understand that tomorrow this self-same fate may descend on you if you continue with your
reckless fisq and fujoor.

MAY ALLAH TA’ALA HAVE MERCY ON US.

26 Jamadiyuth Thaani 1436 (16 April 2015)
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